Gravity-driven fingers in fractures: experimental study and dispersion analysis by moment method for a point-source injection.
In this study, we investigate the behavior of a dense contaminant injected from a point-source in a fracture. Our experimental model is a transparent Hele-Shaw cell, 0.5 mm of aperture. A saline solution is injected locally representing the point-source pollution. A Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) method provides concentration measurement of the pollution plume. Two propagation patterns have been observed: one and two-finger plumes. If the upper part of the plume is stable over time regardless of the second configuration, the moment when the plume separates into two fingers is highly dependent on both injection flow-rate and contaminant concentration. To further investigate the dispersion process inside the fracture, experimental results are interpreted by the spatial and time moment methods. Resulting dispersivities and plume propagation mean velocity are compared to theoretical values derived from a modified Taylor-Aris dispersion tensor. The longitudinal macro-dispersion obtained suggests an asymptotical behavior of the plume spread regardless of the studied configurations. Experimental local dispersivities derived from time and space moments proved to be close at large times to theoretical values predicted by the density-dependent dispersion tensor (Oltéan et al., 2004). Based on those observations the mechanism behind the separation of the plume into two fingers is believed to be significantly impacted by the pre-asymptotic behavior of the dispersion tensor.